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Available as a value box set (Cartwright Wilderness Outfitters Complete Series)Ebook Tops.com/
dp/B07Z4KVCCY (copy and paste the link into your browser)Kevin is attracted to his female
client, unaware that he doesn’t know the truth about her or her supposed 'fiancé', Kyle. Until he
finds out he's been lied to.Until someone starts taking pot shots at them. Until he finds himself on
the run with Vicky, hoping and praying that Kyle survives long enough to get them help.Vicky
Brooks, a San Francisco native, saw something she shouldn't have. In an effort to protect her,
the county DA assigned Kyle Rivers to protect her. Which worked out fairly well until Kyle
arranged a week-long hunting and horseback ride with the Cartwright Wilderness Outfitters.The
couple is assigned to Kevin MacDonald, a Cartwright cousin and lead guide for mountain trips.
From the moment they head up into the mountains, nothing goes right.Kevin and Vicky run for
their lives as her past catches up with her. She saw something she shouldn't have, but will she
survive long enough to testify? Kevin is determined to make sure she does.Read
CARTWRIGHT WILDERNESS OUTFITTERS a brand new clean and wholesome contemporary
western romance series By best selling authors Brenda Clemmons with Katie WyattCartwright
Wilderness OutfittersBook 1 Comfort's EmbraceBook 2 The WitnessBook 3 Zach’s
DilemmaBook 4 Yancey’s LuckBook 5 Seeking FaithBook 6 Tessa's HopeBook 7 To Love
AgainBook 8 The HuntedRead all the books By Bestselling author Brenda ClemmonsSurprise
Valentine Love Story RomanceBook 1 A Heart for Valentines DayBook 2 A Love for All
SeasonsBook 3 A Heart filled with LoveBook 4 A Valentine AlwayColorado Christmas White
Pine Family Holiday Romance SeriesBook 1 Christmas LoveBook 2 Christmas CheerBook 3
Christmas Wonderful CounselorA Roseville Christmas Holiday Romance SeriesBook 1
LoveBook 2 FamilyBook 3 MiraclesCountry Christmas Romance Complete SeriesBook 1. Home
for Christmas GiftBook 2. Unexpected GiftBook 3. Sweet GiftBook 4. Diamond are a girls best
giftBook 5. Surprise GiftChristmas Romance In Willow Springs SeriesBook 1: New Christmas
Gift BellsBook 2: New Christmas DreamsBook 3: New Christmas BlessingsBook 4: New
Christmas GiftDevoted In Montana A Sweet Western Romance SeriesBook 1 – Finding
LoveBook 2 – Cooking Up LoveBook 3 – On Fire For LoveBook 4 – Growing LoveBook 5 – God’s
Patient LoveBook 6 – Selfless LoveBook 7 – Faith and LoveBook 8 – Dangerous LoveBook 9 –
Enduring LoveBook 10 –Stone LoveBook 11 – Inspired LoveBook 12 – Forgiveness LoveSnowy
Mountain SeriesBook 1: Juliana’s JourneyBook 2: Building Bailey’sBook 3: Patricia’s
PatientBook 4: Hannah’s HandymanBook 5: Freeman’s FarmBook 6: Writing RomanceBook 7:
Wendy’s Wild LoveBook 8: Jesse’s JewelBook 9: Cassie’s CauseVail Complete SeriesBook 1:
Dresses, Dreams and Cowboy BootsBook 2: The Cowboy PirateBook 3: The Pony’s Tail
RanchBook 4: Lizzy’s FreedomBook 5: True Investment OfferBook 6: Tasha’s TasteBook 7:
Capturing KirstinBook 8: Jennifer’s JourneyBrenda Clemmons ’s Clean and Wholesome
novelette Contemporary Western Romance series is enjoyable for all ages.



The WitnessCartwright Wilderness Outfitters Series Book 2 Edition 2BRENDA
CLEMMONSKATIE WYATTCopyright ©2019 by Brenda ClemmonsCopyright © 2019 by Katie
WyattAll rights reserved.No part of this book may be reproduced in any form or by any electronic
or mechanical means, including information storage and retrieval systems, without written
permission from the author, except for the use of brief quotations in a book review.Dear Reader,It
is our utmost pleasure and privilege to bring these wonderful stories to you. I am so very proud
of our amazing team of writers and the delight they continually bring us all with their beautiful
clean and wholesome tales of, faith, courage, and love.What is a book’s lone purpose if not to be
read and enjoyed? Therefore, you, dear reader, are the key to fulfilling that purpose and
unlocking the treasures that lie within the pages of this book.THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING A
INSPIRATIONAL READS BY ROYCE CARDIFF PUBLISHING HOUSE.Welcome and Enjoy!
ContentsA PERSONAL WORD FROM BRENDA1. Kevin2. The Incident3. The Hunting Party4.
Marking Time5. Trouble in Paradise6. The Attack7. The Accident8. The Storm9. Hope
Renewed10. ResolutionABOUT THE AUTHORSA PERSONAL WORD FROM BRENDADear
Readers,You read about the Wild West because of the romance, the adventure, the spirit of
possibility that filled those frontier days. I write these books for the same reasons. I love the
stories of the pioneer women who crossed the country to build new lives in what must have felt
like a totally foreign land. With courage, faith, common sense, and a good dose of humor, many
of these courageous women married their true loves and became the Old West’s literal founding
mothers!Many of my books draw directly from history, using the real-life stories of those women
to tell the story of the birth of the western half of our nation. As I look around my southwest
backyard, I often take a moment to think about what it might have looked like before we all
moved in. These stories are my attempt to share that wonderful adventure with you.Happy
reading,BrendaCartwright Wilderness OutfittersBook 1 Comfort’s EmbraceBook 2 The
WitnessBook 3 Zach’s DilemmaBook 4 Yancey’s LuckBook 5 Seeking FaithBook 6 Tessa's
HopeBook 7 To Love AgainBook 8 The Hunted1KevinCody, WyomingSummer – Present
Day“Kevin, you’ve got a weeklong hunting party. A couple,” said Nash Cartwright, owner of
Cartwright Wilderness Outfitters.Kevin nodded, reaching for the paper Nash handed him. Five
years younger than Nash, Kevin was determined to prove that he could carry his weight and
provide beneficial services to the company as a hunter and guide. He and his brother Collin
were Nash’s cousins on their mother’s side. He’d been unsettled for the past year or two, but he
had his head on straight now, wanted to settle down, and this was the perfect job. Seriously. For
a guy who dreaded a nine-to-five desk job and who loved being outdoors, this opportunity was
his once-in-a-lifetime chance and he wanted to make it work.While weeklong hunting trips were
not his favorite, it was a lot better—in his opinion— than being a fly-fishing and freshwater trout
guide like his brother. Sure, he could fish, with a reel and without, but he also thought it was one
of the most boring things you could do outside, short of golfing.He just hoped that this couple
was better suited to an outdoor adventure than the last one he had taken out two weeks ago.
That venture had been challenging on a personal basis. Still, it was a lot better than his former



jobs; punching a time clock at the pizza place or the sporadic construction business, or …
getting shot at in Afghanistan. Nash had been seriously messed up when he got back home,
with difficulties assimilating to civilian life. But Nash had goals. Sometimes the sound of
helicopter blades prompted him to tense up, but since his cousin had met Comfort, Kevin
noticed he’d mellowed a lot. She was good for him.Kevin looked up to Nash and always had.
This business was a lifesaver for his cousin and he was happy for him that now he had
something to hang onto, something to grow, to work hard for, to be successful at. Nash had been
a good soldier, but he was also turning out to be a good leader. A smart business owner. The
fact that there was a woman in his life now was even better. Comfort Connolly was a customer
Nash had taken on a trail ride a while back and they had hit it off. She was exactly the kind of
woman that Nash needed in his life, one that could help him continue to deal with what he’d
been through while at the same time, he helped her. Kevin didn’t know all of the details, but from
what he did know, Comfort had been grieving the loss of her husband and daughter in a car
accident when she and Nash had met.Anyway, he was just glad that Nash was doing so well and
he would do his best to make Nash proud of him. He didn’t want Nash to regret having hired him.
It was time he settled down too and started making some better decisions. Nash had given him
the job with a number of conditions; one being that it was understood that his first summer here
would be on a probationary period. He understood and appreciated it. He didn’t want charity
from his cousin, nor did he want to take advantage of their relationship. He wanted to earn his
own way. Nash envisioned a true family business, and Kevin liked that idea. He was grateful that
Nash had given him the chance.“Let’s hope you have better luck this time around,” Nash said,
though one lifted eyebrow and a crooked grin expressed commiseration.Kevin held up both
hands, fingers crossed while Nash handed out the rest of the weekly assignments to the crew.
The crew being Kevin and Collin MacDonald, cousins to Nash, Zach, and Tessa Cartwright.
Nash’s younger brother Zach and his sister Tessa were actively involved, and soon after the
business’ launch, he had hired Kevin and Collin as well. The business had taken off immediately,
and at his suggestion, Nash had also hired Kevin’s best friend, Ben Yancey, a survivalist who
suddenly found himself in great demand by a number of clients trending on wilderness survival.
Some of them belonged to what he called “the doomsday crowd.”Rounding out the group of
outfitters was Ramsey Coulter, Nash’s best friend and also ex-army. Ramsey also took people
out on multi-day or weeklong trail rides. Then there was Travis Bellamy, Tessa’s former fiancé, a
whitewater rafting guide. Kevin enjoyed working for Nash, and as far as jobs went, it was one of
the best he’d ever had. Who could complain about a job that kept you outside most of the time?
Every day was different, meeting all kinds of people, some pleasant, some not so pleasant, but
that’s the way it went in any business.At twenty-five years of age, Kevin was still looking for his
place in life, not quite sure what he wanted to do with himself but still young enough to enjoy his
youth. At least for another couple of years, until he decided whether he should go back to
college, strike out on his own, work for “the man,” or, if things turned out all right and the
Cartwright business was doing well, even hired on permanently. Of course, this job was



seasonal, but Nash paid well, and tips always helped. This was his first time working with Nash,
and although his cousin ran a tight outfit, more than likely learned, honed, and drilled into him
from his army days, he was a fair taskmaster.Kevin shared a two-bedroom apartment with his
brother on the northern outskirts of Cody. They split the rent and utilities right down the middle.
Kevin had the top two shelves of the refrigerator, Collin the bottom, and they each did their own
shopping. Those shelves were respected, most of the time. The only trouble living with his
cousin was the awkwardness of having to find something to do when Collin brought a girl over.
Kevin rarely brought anyone over, not because he didn’t want to, but because he’d not yet met
anyone special enough to bring home.As Nash handed out the rest of the assignments to the
group for the coming month, Kevin shook his head. Was he being foolish? Would he ever find a
woman that he felt such a connection to that he wouldn’t mind opening up, sharing parts of
himself with her?“Did you hear me, Kevin?”Kevin realized Nash was speaking to him. “Sorry,” he
said, shoving thoughts of the perfect woman to the back of his head. Nash stood in front of a
huge, chalkboard-sized topographical map pinned to one wall of the room, next to a satellite
image of the mountains rising to the west. He thought fast. “I was just looking at the map,
deciding which would be the best route for this trip, where to set up camp on a nightly basis. I
was thinking of just taking them up to Horsehead Meadow and using that as a base camp.”Nash
nodded. “Let me know either way before you head out. I also want to know if you feel comfortable
with another weeklong trip, especially after the last one. “Kevin grinned. “No problem, Nash. I
can handle it. Believe me, if I could survive the last trip, I can survive anything.”Nash and the
others laughed. Even in the short time they had been in business, each of the members of the
outfitters group had been challenged, either by nature or their customers. Most often it was the
customers that provided those trials. It was especially difficult to guide—babysit, really—those
who had never spent a night outside, let alone in the wilderness so far away from a city, where
you didn’t find streetlights or bathrooms, or even emergency services; nothing but nature for
hundreds of miles. Not that Cody was that far from the mountains, but on horseback? The terrain
was beautiful but unforgiving if you didn’t know what you were doing.He glanced down at the
paper and read the few notes that Tessa had written about the couple he would be taking up on
the mountain. Kyle Rivers and his fiancée, Vicky Brooks. There was very little information about
them. Apparently, Rivers worked in a bank and Vicky Brooks worked as a hotel manager. Both
hailed from San Francisco. Neither had camping or hunting experience. Kevin sighed. Well, there
was a first time for everyone, right?The morning meeting broke up and Kevin stood, his mind
already filling with the list of supplies he’d need as he gazed at the map on the wall.“You doing all
right, Kevin?”He turned to find Nash standing behind him. “I’m doing fine, Nash. I’m looking
forward to this trip.”Nash smiled. “I can tell you’re not really, especially since this is the couple’s
first venture, but I like the positive thinking. I wanted to let you know that you’re doing good. You
handled that last couple with courtesy and patience, and I know how difficult they were. You kept
your cool, and I appreciate that.”“Thanks, Nash,” he said, meaning it. He had long idolized Nash.
The veteran left a big footprint. He knew that he didn’t have anything close to Nash’s



experiences, but, given time, he knew that Nash would make this business a success.During the
off-season, which typically ranged from late September or early October through the first snow
melt in the spring, Kevin planned on taking odd jobs, although he hadn’t really done any deep
searching just yet. He had to be patient. God had always provided for his needs and would
continue to provide. He also knew that things happened in their own good time, and the more he
tried to rush things, the worse things got. For now, he had to get through this next challenge:
taking a couple who had never camped, never hunted, probably never slept under the stars in
their entire life, up into the mountains. He just hoped that Vicky Brooks wasn’t a panicky, high-
maintenance, or whiny type like the last one. At this point, that was all he needed.“It’s a new
business, Nash,” Kevin said, turning to face his cousin. “I know that we need to make a good
impression, but word-of-mouth, social media, and online feedback can make or break a
business these days. You can count on me.”Nash clapped him on the back and nodded. “I know I
can. If I didn’t, I wouldn’t have hired you on.”As Nash left the room, Kevin watched him. Would he
have been able to face the kind of challenges that Nash had been faced with? Would he meet
future challenges the way Nash had met his? With faith and dignity and courage?He could only
hope so.2The Incident“Now remember, I’m a bank manager, you’re a hotel manager. We’re from
San Francisco, and that’s all anyone needs to know. The fewer details you have to remember,
the better.”Kyle Rivers, maybe five years older than Vicky, a foot taller, and a lot more serious,
looked down at her, his eyes boring into hers, as if through sheer will alone, he could bend her to
his will.“I understand,” Vicky said for the umpteenth time. She wasn’t a hotel manager. She knew
nothing about the hospitality business and hoped no one asked. And she definitely didn’t want to
do this. She wanted to be back home in her apartment in San Francisco, not out here in the
middle of nowhere, heading east toward Wyoming. While she couldn’t deny that it was beautiful
out here, it was a different world, and a completely different environment than what she was
used to. She was totally out of her element here, but then again, she had been since the
incident.The incident.That’s what she called it now. That brief moment in time, on that particular
day, during that hour, that very second, that had changed her life forever. Now here she was, a
witness whisked away from everything she had ever known to literally hide in the wilderness for
a week or two until she had to get up in front of a judge and that horrible man and testify against
him.She was the prosecution’s primary witness. Protected witness, rather. Because apparently
the last person who had been set up as a witness to the guy’s previous trial had been found
dead two days before he was supposed to testify. So here she was. Her life out of whack, her
emotions out of control, her world turned upside down, everything catawampus, as her mother
used to say.Kyle worked for the San Francisco County DA’s office as something like a bodyguard/
U.S. Marshal. He’d been assigned to protect her. So, while she was technically an official
protected witness, she wasn’t one of those people who joined the Witness Protection program
and started their lives over with different identities and all that. Not yet anyway. She would dig in
her heels on that one—if and when the need arose.For now, she was just a temporary protected
witness.That first day, Kyle had said to her, “I’m a former officer of the SFPD who’s worked the



hostage rescue team, more commonly known as HRT. You heard of it?”She’d shaken her head
as he continued to extoll his experience, apparently to put her at ease, although the effect had
been the opposite. What was going to happen to her?“I’ve also worked with a Special Weapons
and Tactics or SWAT team, with experience in several scenarios whose details I don’t need to go
into.”Why not? She hadn’t been feeling safer, just more frazzled as he’d continued.“I also happen
to serve as a liaison to the FBI and have connections to the Department of Homeland Security
…”So he was a superhero but without any special powers, Vicky had sardonically concluded
back then. Over the past few days he had often annoyed the you-know-what out of her. He
nagged a lot. She knew she should cut him a break, but how many times did he think he had to
say something to her? She wasn’t an idiot; she knew she was in trouble, but sometimes …
sometimes, she had to put her foot down. Most of the time, he ignored that foot. Especially when
he’d told her of this crazy idea.“Look,” he’d said. “I know you don’t want to do this. I know you
don’t want to go camping and you don’t want to pretend to be a hotel manager, you don’t want to
go hunting, and you certainly don’t want to shoot anything.”Now there was an understatement.
The thought horrified her. She wasn’t a hunter-gatherer. She was a grocery shopper. She didn’t
want to think about what the animals looked like before they ended up in cleanly wrapped
packages in the meat department at her local grocery store. She couldn’t even watch wildlife
shows where animals hunted each other.
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MajB, “Interesting well-written story, a bit out of the common setting.. I enjoyed the book, liked
the characters- and it is a refreshingly different setting. Although Kyle had courage, as a
protector/security person he did not think things through or plan as well as he should have-such
a city boy. He checks out the backgrounds of the people but no research on the conditions of the
backcountry he is going into, or even really considered how they are getting there- hiding far
away from people sounded good, and in theory, is. He should have also given Vicky the basics
on guns and had her carrying one- and if she had people trying to kill her, and going into a
wilderness area, too, she should have been willing to do that. She does have courage and is
smart, and she thinks even under stress, pressure, and fear. The book is well written, moves
along at a good pace and kept my interest. I do not give 5 stars unless the writing and story
deserve it- I think this one did.”

Kaylin, “The Witness. Vicky needs to be hidden till she can testify in court. She and her
"guardian" end up at the Cartwright's. Kevin thinks they are on a hunting expedition. Good story,
easy to read, with some danger, and some beginning romance.  I enjoyed reading this story.”

bets29, “Nice Story. But when the danger is gone and all is well - the romance you think is
happening - ends when he invites her over for a meal.  And it ends.”

Charlotte, “Lots of action. The writing brought the characters to life and I was so envolved in the
storyline that  I could not put it down. You will enjoy this”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Cute story. I liked how protective Kevin got when he found out Vicki
needed protection.I don't think Kyle thoughg out everything. That either made him bad at his job
or overconfident.  I'm betting on the latter.”

Charlene hammonds, “A new path. This book is about a man and women who said they were
engaged . Going in the wilderness to go hunting  . Read the story n find out what happens”

The book by Brenda Clemmons has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 23 people have provided feedback.
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